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Abstract - Fingerprint verification is an important biometric 

technique for personal identification based on physiological 

and behavioral characteristics of persons ( called  biometrics), 

for example iris, palm, thumb impressions fingerprints, provide  

inherent  solutions to many of these problems. Merely 

incorporating biometrics into a system does not constitute a 

proof of identity. We need to understand how the algorithm 

deployed ascertains the security of the biometrics available .In 

cryptosystems, user authentication is based on possession of 

secret keys, which falls apart if the keys are not kept securely. 

In this paper, we present a method that uniquely generates a 

cryptographic key for a user to secure and store it in the 

database in such a way that the key cannot be revealed during 

biometric authentication for stealth or forgery. This approach 

would assist in reducing complicated traditional cryptographic 

systems to derive cryptographic key Furthermore, GUI based 

analysis is incorporated for analysis of various open source 

database fingerprints available based on FP enhancement and 

minutiae point extraction. 

Keywords: Authentication, biometrics, cryptography, 

fingerprint, Minutiae points, key generation, GUI, FP 

enhancement. 

I  .  INTRODUCTION 

Since the invent of civilization, identifying human beings 

has been crucial for human society. As a result, identifying 

a person is an important part of the infrastructure needed 

for diverse business sectors such as communication, 

finance, health care entertainment, law enforcement, 

security, access control government, etc. As our society 

becomes electronically connected to form one big 

community, it has become necessary to perform reliable 

person recognition often remotely through automatic 

technology [3]. Duplication or replications of identity such 

as passwords (prevalent in electronic access control) and 

cards (prevalent in banking and government applications) 

are not sufficient anymore. In addition, number or 

alphabetical passwords and cards can be shared and thus 

cannot provide non-repudiation [3]. Biometrics is not only 

a fascinating pattern recognition research problem but, if 

carefully used, could also be an enabling technology with 

the potential to make our society safe, reduction in  frauds 

and leading to user convenience (user friendly man-

machine interface) by broadly providing the following 

three functionalities:- 

 

1. Positive identification: By avoiding false 

authentications. 

2.  Existence on database: The person should exist on the 

database. 

3.  Security: Generating a unique key per user allowing 

cryptographic safety. 

   

Biometrics, although very useful, have some serious 

problems that must be addressed. In today’s world 

automation is engrossing virtually every walk of life and 

human control functions are delegated to technical 

equipment. As a result, emerging requirement of highly 

reliable personal identification system for authenticated 

access of resources and to reject threats .Traditional 

password based verification systems can be easily hacked 

when a password is stolen by an unauthorized or false user. 

Limitless biometric techniques have been proposed for 

personal identification by many researchers. Biometric 

includes something which one does not need to remember 

or store or carry as a token. Biometric based personal 

authentication systems use physiological or behavioral 

traits of a person for purpose of recognizing. Physiological 

traits include iris, fingerprint, face, hand impression etc. 

and behavioral traits are speech, handwriting, key strokes 

etc. Finger prints are considered to be old and trusted 

biometric. During past few years, there has been 

tremendous growth in biometric recognition technology 

due to the increasing requirement of highly reliable 

personal identification and authentication in a number of 

applications. Thus merger of biometrics with cryptography 

to provide more secure approach is proposed. 

 

The major objectives of the proposed work is to design a 

robust watermark system based on three basic aims- 

1. To develop a coding of proposed scheme using 

MATLAB environment. 

2. Design GUI for proposed method to make it user 

friendly.  
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3. To Study a fingerprint image so as to process it for 

orientation estimation and then effectively determine 

minutiae points and match with the thinned image of 

the same fingerprint. 

4. To generate a unique cryptographic key per user using 

biometrics. 

 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

The development of proposed work requires detail study 

that has been fragment in to following steps: 

 
 

Fig. 2.1 Proposed framework of the approach 

 
Fig.2.3 Flowchart of the minutiae-extraction algorithm 

 

Following is the algorithm for our approach in details: 

 
Fig. 2.2  Algorithm for our approach 

 

III.PREVIOUS WORK 

 

The Theoretical and Technical basis for this thesis work is 

presented in this chapter and the concluded matter and 

facts from the literature survey have been described as 

follows: 

 

3.1 Biometrics basics:  

 

Biometric authentication   indicates that verifying 

individuals is based on their physiological or behavioral 

characteristics such as face hand prints, iris recognition, 

signature, voice, etc. And thus these characteristics are 

supposed to possess following features: 

   

i) Universality: which means that every person 

should have the characteristic; 

Learning MATLAB  and programming the proposed 
work in MATLAB then creating GUI to make it user 

friendly .

The proposed framework

Study of biometrics basics and FP image processing , 
minutiae point extraction technique and security 

development

Secured Biometrics

Replace bifurcation value 3 with 0 ( to make the key 
values 0 or 1)

For 128 bits of array

Key generation

Plotting the images

Merger of minutiae image and thinned image

Minutiae point extraction

Orientation estimation (Find Theta) of Minutiae Points

Gabor filtering in the Back end

Looping through image and finding minutiae points or 
minutiae point extraction using 3X3 incentre method, 

ignoring 10 pixels for border

Starting a minutiae point counter 

Thinning is done to avail single pixel width of the 
patterns on FP image

Preprocessing of image by Histogram Equalisation of 
the original Fingerprint image

Acquiring and analyzing image from database
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ii) Uniqueness, which indicates that no two 

persons should be the same in terms of the 

characteristic; 

iii) Permanence, which means that the 

characteristic should be invariant with time; 

iv) Collectability, means that the characteristic 

can be measured quantitatively [1]. 

 

3.2 Techniques involved: 

 

Fingerprint authentication is based on the matching of 

minutiae patterns .A reliable minutiae-extraction 

algorithms critical to the performance of an automatic 

identity authentication system using fingerprints. In our 

system , we have developed a minutiae-extraction 

algorithm that is an improved version of the technique 

described in[6]. Experimental results show that this 

algorithm performs very well in operation. The overall 

flowchart of this algorithm is as shown   in the figure in 

system model section. 

 It mainly consists of three parts:  

 

1) Thinning, 

  2) Minutiae extraction: 

x) Orientation estimation  

y) Ridge type detection  

                             z) Minutiae point extraction  

 

3.2.1 Thinning:  
The image enhancement step thinning is typically 

performed prior to minutiae extraction [7]. Thinning is a 

morphological operation that successively fades away the 

unnecessary pixels until they are one pixel wide. A 

standard thinning algorithm is done, which is responsible 

for performing the thinning operation using two sub 

iterations .This algorithm is available in MATLAB via the 

`thin' operation under the bwmorph function. Each sub 

iteration begins by analyzing the neighborhood of each 

pixel in the binary image, and based on a particular set of 

pixel removal criteria, it checks whether the pixel can be 

deleted or not. These sub iterations continue until no more 

pixels can be deleted .The application of the thinning 

approach  to a fingerprint image doesn’t affect the 

connectivity of the ridge structures while forming a 

skeletonised version of the binary image. This skeleton 

image is then used in further extraction of minutiae. The 

approach involving the extraction of minutiae from a 

skeleton image is the next step. 

 

 

3.2.2Minutiae extraction:  

 

a) Orientation estimation: The orientation estimation of 

a field pixel is an important step in the enhancement 

process as the subsequent Gabor filtering stage relies 

on the local orientation. However, instead of 

estimating the orientation block-wise, I have chosen 

to extend their method into a pixel-wise approach, 

this approach results in a finer and more accurate 

estimation of the orientation field.  

  

 
Fig 3.1 The orientation is showed for a ridge pixel 

 

 
Fig 3.2 The orientation theta for a 3X3 matrix 

 

b)  Ridge extraction   : Type of minutiae (ridge ending or 

bifurcation). 

 

 
Fig 3.3 (a) Crossing Number of one  : ridge ending pixel 

whereas, (b) A Crossing Number of three:  bifurcation 

pixel. 

c) Minutiae point extraction: The Crossing Number 

(CN) method is used to perform minutiae extraction 

procedure [2]. This method results in extraction of the 

ridge endings and bifurcations from the skeleton 

image by examining the local n of each ridge 

neighborhood pixel using a 3X3 window as shown in 

the above figure.  

        CN Property:- 

 0-Isolated point 

 1-Ridge ending point 

 2- Continuing ridge point 
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 3-Bifurcation point 

 4-Crossing point 

 

Their approach involves using a3X3 window to examine 

the local neighborhood of each ridge pixel in the image .A 

pixel will then be classified as a ridge ending if and only if 

there is one neighboring ridge pixel in the window, and 

classified as a bifurcation if it contains three neighboring 

ridge pixels. 

 

3.2.3 Security: 

 

When crypto -biometric systems [5] eventually come into 

hardware form, there is a risk that biometric components 

may be used as an irrefutable proof of existence of a 

particular subject(in accordance to time and place). Solely, 

incorporating biometrics into a system does not in itself 

constitute a proof of identity. We need to understand how 

these   guarantees can be theoretically proved in a 

deployed cryptosystem and how to institute due processes 

that will provide both technological and sociological 

freedom to challenge the premises on which security is 

ascertained. In this paper i have made an effort towards 

development of a method to secure the biometrics. 

 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

We propose an approach to study and implement a 

biometric recognition system for fingerprint using minutiae 

matching method. Our approach involves image 

processing of sample Fingerprint database from open 

sources and then performing FP matching and 

implementation incorporates or involves FP minutiae 

extraction of enhanced images using: 3X3 in Centre 

method or crossing number method. 

 

In many papers orientation estimation is done by sobel 

filters .In this paper, we have used orientation of  ridges by 

determining the orientation of  “pixel” .The orientation 

estimation is the primary step in the process before 

applying gabor filter to effectively enhance the FP image. 

This paper involves GUI for user-friendly analysis of my 

work by matching and comparing processes involved. 

 

Algorithms for Minutiae Points Extraction:- 

 

We propose a simple and effective approach for fingerprint 

image enhancement and minutiae extraction based on the 

frequency and orientation of the local ridges and there by 

extracting desired   minutiae .Particularly, Automatic and 

reliable extraction of minutiae from fingerprint images is a 

critical step in matching of fingerprints. We clearly know 

that the quality of input fingerprint images plays an 

important role in the performance of automatic 

identification and verification process or methods. In this 

project we present a faster fingerprint enhancement and 

minutiae extraction algorithm which improves the clarity 

of the ridge and valley structures of the input fingerprint 

images based on the frequency and orientation of the local 

ridges and thereby extracting accurate minutiae. 

Identification based on fingerprints has been one of the 

most successful biometric techniques used for personal 

identification or recognition .As a matter of fact, every 

individual has unique fingerprints. 

 A fingerprint is the pattern of ridges and valleys on the 

fingers. We all know, a fingerprint is thus defined by the 

uniqueness of the local ridge characteristics and their 

interconnected patterns. Minutiae points are thus the local 

ridge characteristics that occur either at a ridge ending or a 

ridge bifurcation .A ridge ending is defined as the point 

where the ridge ends abruptly and the ridge bifurcation is 

the point where the ridge splits into two branches. Thus, 

Automatic minutiae detection becomes a difficult task in 

low quality fingerprint images where noise and contrast 

deficiency result in pixel configurations similar to that of 

minutiae which is an important aspect that has been taken 

into consideration in this presentation for extraction of the 

minutiae with a minimum error in a particular location. 

 

4.1   Pre- processing: Thinning 

 

The image enhancement step, thinning typically performed 

prior to minutiae extraction process [7]. We can 

say,thinning is a morphological operation that successively 

fades away the unnecessary pixels until they are one pixel 

wide. A standard thinning algorithm is used, that is 

responsible for performing the thinning operation using 

two sub iterations .The procedure is already available .This 

algorithm is available in MATLAB via the `thin' operation 

under the bwmorph function or operation. Sub iterations in 

this method begins by analysis of   the neighborhood of 

each pixel in the binary image, and based on a particular 

pixel removal criteria, it checks whether the pixel can be 

deleted or not. These sub iterations continue until no more 

pixels can be ripped further .Hence, we can see the 

application of the thinning approach  to a fingerprint image 

doesn’t affect the connectivity of the ridge structures while 

forming a skeleton image version of the binary(0 or 1) 

image. Thus  , obtained skeleton or base  image is then 

used in further extraction of minutiae. The approach 

involving the extraction of minutiae from a skeleton image 

is the next step. 
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4.2   MP Extraction Algorithm: 

 

Minutiae are extracted by using 3X3 in centre method or 

crossing number method .It involves various steps: 

 

 Use of the skeleton image where the ridge 

flow pattern is eight connected.. 

 Minutiae point or MP extraction procedure is 

done by scanning the local neighborhood of 

each ridge pixel in the image using a 3×3 

window. 

 CN value is computed which is half the sum 

of the differences is between pairs of 

adjacent pixels in the eight    neighborhood. 

 

The ridge pixel can then be classified as ridge ending, 

bifurcation, or non minutiae point .For example: 

 

     
Fig. 4.1  Ridges 

 

To perform minutiae extraction CN or 3X3 in-centre 

method is used. Thus  ,the method extracts the ridge 

endings and bifurcation from the skeleton image by 

examining the local neighborhood of each ridge pixel 

using a 3X3 window. 

 

The formula used for a ridge pixel P is given by:-  

 

𝐶𝑁 = 0.5 |𝑃𝑖 −

8

𝑖=1

𝑃𝑖+1|  , 𝑃9 = 𝑃1   

 

where pixel Pi is the pixel value in the neighborhood of P. 

This pixel P has eight neighboring pixels which are 

scanned in an anti-clockwise direction as follows: 

 

 
 

After this the pixel can be classified according to the 

property of its CN value. For each extracted minutiae point 

the following information is recorded: 

 

• X and y coordinate. 

• Orientation of the concerned or corresponding ridge 

segment. 

• Type of minutiae (ridge ending and bifurcation). 

 

Ridge ending and bifurcation  pixel corresponds to : 

 

         (a) A Crossing Number of one refers to a ridge 

ending pixel, Ridge Ending. 

         (b) A Crossing Number of three refers to a 

bifurcation pixel, Bifurcation. 

 

4.3 Securing biometrics: minutiae point shuffling 

 

For 

 k = 128 bits; 

If 

k > size (array)  

 k = size (array); 

% end the program 

Else 

Key = [k]; 

% replace bifurcation point value 3 with 0(to make the key 

value 0 or 1) applying a for loop till 128 bits, 

x = 1: k  

Such that if (array(x) = 3) make the key value as shown 

Key(x) = 0; 

Else 

 Key(x) = array(x); 

End the loop and then end the program. 

 

This program thus generates a key while authentication 

that is coded or minutiae point shuffled so that it is not 

possible to decode the secured unique biometrics, for it is 

MINUTIAE POINT shuffled .Hence, building a secured 

environment for authentication.  

   

V.SIMULATION/EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
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(A) 

 
(B) 

 
(C) 

 
 (D) 

Fig 5.1 (a) Original image (b) thinned image (c) minutiae 

extracted image (d) merger of thinned and minutiae 

extracted image. 

GUI interpretation: 

With the use of GUI, we can clearly see: 

(i) Extracted minutiae points  

 

Fig 5.2 

(ii) Matching extracted minutiae points with the original 

image 

 

Fig 5.3 

SECURING BIOMETRICS: 

Key generated is random while authentication and hence 

fingerprint details cannot be manipulated. 

 

Fig 5.4 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A unique cryptographic key is generated for individual 

users, and which is Minutiae Point(bifurcation made as 

ridge ending) shuffled .This assures secure authentication. 
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The above shown results infer that stealing biometrics 

from the database is now difficult since the key generated 

is random and hence cannot be cracked unless the coding 

is known .Our approach ensures security on data stealing 

,requiring less space as compared to techniques like AES 

and DES. In addition to this our technique gives faster 

response. 

VII. FUTURE SCOPES 

 

The future scope of the project includes   :  

 

1 .Higher security  

2 .Faster algorithms  

3. Security performance on bigger matrix.  

4. Improvisation in minutiae point extraction techniques. 
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